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ABSTRACT

PCM data at the Tonopah Test Range (TTR) is processed and displayed in real-time on a
Perkin-Elmer 8/32-D computer system. Up to four links can be processed concurrently,
with input data coming from telemetry PCM/PAM decommutators and multichannel ADC
systems. Special software is used to strip out an embedded PCM format and input the data
as a simulated PCM link. Off-line interactive programs are used to specify the PCM data
format and create the displays. This capability allows a wide variety of PCM formats to be
specified, and displays can be easily configured to fit testing requirements.

INTRODUCTION

Test operations at TTR require that data be analyzed and presented in real-time for the test
director, project engineers and range safety officer to successfully conduct and meet the
requirements of a weapon system test. Much of this data is telemetered from the test unit
to the control station where it must be analyzed and displayed. In the summer of 1981,
TTR began development of the real-time PCM display subsystem. The requirements for
this subsystem were:

1. The subsystem must be integrated into the existing range testing environment and
should utilize existing equipment where possible.

2. The subsystem must support up to four links concurrently, with data coming from
PCM/PAM decommutators or FM/FM discriminator channels.

3. The subsystem must support up to eight independent users, each displaying a unique
subset of the PCM data.

4. The subsystem data display format and PCM channel definition should be done on
TTR’s time-share computer, another Perkin-Elmer 8/32D, in an interactive mode.



5. All computer programs should be user friendly, allow maximum flexibility, and
provide an editing capability to make last minute changes.

In this paper the PCM subsystem is described and techniques used to meet the objectives
are discussed. Emphasis is on the software techniques used and the user interface.

HARDWARE

Figure 1 is a block diagram of the PCM real-time subsystem integrated into the existing
telemetry station and computer center equipment. Blocks outlined with dashed lines are
either equipment designed and built by TTR or equipment purchased for the PCM
subsystem. The equipment is located in the four story Operations Center Building at TTR,
where the telemetry station is on the first floor, the computer center is on the second floor
and the control center is on the fourth floor. The pen recorders and CRT terminals can be
located anywhere within the building.

Telemetry data is first processed by an existing PCM/PAM decommutator (or by FM/FM
discriminators) in the telemetry room where it is formatted (or digitized) into 16-bit
halfwords. The first four bits of each halfword are flag bits that indicate data type (time or
data), PCM word position (first words in major and minor frames) and frame sync (minor
and major). The remaining twelve bits contain the data. The decommutator can be
programmed to pack from 4 to 12 bits into a halfword. The ADC system has 16 sample-
and-hold amplifiers and a 12-bit analog-to-digital converter.

The 16-bit halfword from each link is transmitted to the PCM controller in the computer
room. This controller is interfaced to the DMA bus and is capable of transferring several
megabytes per second. Control circuitry was designed to double buffer the data and
resolve any bus contentions. Time of day to 10 microsecond resolution is captured at the
beginning of each major frame and formatted into three half-words. A time word syllable is
inserted immediately after each of the first three data words of a major frame.

The PCM controller is a four channel controller. Each channel is programmed as a
separate device and can be initialized to take data in a continuous or single buffer mode. In
the continuous mode, the starting addresses of two separate memory buffers and a word
count are initially loaded into the controller. Once started, the controller automatically
switches buffers and triggers an interrupt whenever the word count is reached. In this
manner data buffers are alternated until the controller is halted. In the single buffer mode,
the controller triggers an interrupt and halts whenever the word count is reached.

Once the data has been selected and processed, it is output to eight, 9600 baud,
alphanumeric CRT terminals. Each terminal has a page printer which can be activated to



make a hard copy. Data is frozen during the print. Data can also be sent to a multichannel
DAC/pen chart recorder system. In this case the driving task must time the data to make it
appear in real-time.

SOFTWARE

The software for the real-time PCM subsystem consists of three functional modules. The
first module, the create module, runs off-line on a timeshare computer and accepts a
description of the PCM data frame. Next the create module defines the page formats for
the displays. The output from this functional module is used as the input for the second
module, the read module. This module reads the PCM data frame description and display
formats from the disk and places the information into memory for future use. The read
module runs as a task in the real-time program. It reads data from up to four PCM streams
and provides the data for the third module. The third module, the output module, also runs
as a task in the real-time program. It receives page selections from any of the eight
terminals and processes the output data from the second module for display. This broad
overview is illustrated in Figure 2 and more detail on each module is presented in the
following sections.

CREATE MODULE

The create module runs on a time-share computer in an interactive mode and is used to
specify the PCM frame description and display page formats. The create module consists
of two tasks. The database task accepts data from a terminal which describes each channel
of the PCM frame for a link and writes a database file. Only those channels that are to be
displayed need to be described. The display task creates a page format which allows
channel placement in 1 of 16 display positions on up to 36 different page formats. Data
channels from different PCM links may be associated on the same page format.

In dealing with the diverse users of the facilities at TTR, the database task had to be able
to accommodate a wide variety of PCM formats. There are several issues which arise
when creating and utilizing a PCM database. Each channel description can require a large
amount of information. Each user has his information organized in a unique form which he
would like to use to enter the data. The PCM database usually has some last minute
changes and/or additions. Once a PCM data base is created, parts of it can and should be
used in the creation of other PCM databases.

The information needed for each channel is described in Table 1 and allows the user to
associate bits of PCM data in unusual combinations by the use of two features that are
described below.



RECYCLE:  Normally a super commutated channel will have a fixed number of words
between each occurance within a major frame, and the RECYCLE parameter (N) is the
number of halfwords between samples. However, if this is not the case, the position of the
next sample is flagged by a negative N which points to a new set of channel descriptive
data that contains the next occurance of the sample. Thus, the samples of a super
commutated channel can-be “chained” together in any desired sequence.

SYLLABLE:  The SYLLABLE parameter allows the bits of a sample to be gathered from
anywhere within the PCM frame. A positive number (M) for SYLLABLE means that the
next M words in the PCM frame are syllables and must be concatenated to the low order
bits of the previous syllables to make up the data sample.

Like the RECYCLE parameter, SYLLABLE “chaining” can also be used by specifying a
negative M which points to a new set of channel descriptive data which contains the
location of the next syllable within the PCM frame.

Channel and syllable chaining can be used together to retrieve the bits of a very unusual
data sample that probably would never occur in a practical PCM frame. However our
experience has led us to believe that it could occur and probably will occur at some time in
the future.

Each PCM database is associated with one link and the link identity is assigned by the
display task. Tests, which use an existing PCM database but change links, can be
rearranged with a minimum of effort.

To enter data for a PCM database, a program was created that resembled an editor. This
program was written in FORTRAN and made use of the LANG-PAK design system.
LANG-PAK is an interactive language design system for designing and implementing
simple interactive computing languages. A complete description of LANG-PAK, along
with the FORTRAN source code, can be found in [1]. It is implemented in approximately
750 lines of straight forward FORTRAN and can be easily installed on any digital
computer in less than one day. LANG-PAK allows the program designer to create a
grammar that describes the input syntax. The LANG-PAK system can be used in an
interactive mode to test the syntax. Once the syntax is shown to be satisfactory, the
LANG-PAK parser is called in the users program to examine input, determine if it is
correct and return a translated version of the input that is easy to process. The program
designer must create the FORTRAN routines to process the translated input. LANG-PAK
was an extremely useful tool for this project and helped to overcome some serious
deficiencies in the input/output capabilities of the Perkin-Elmer FORTRAN VI compiler.



Our create task, like an editor, has two modes, a command mode and a data entering
mode. It is, in fact, a customized editor for entering and editing a PCM database. In the
command mode the create program can get or save a PCM database file, print all or
selected channels, delete selected channels, change some PCM database information for a
particular channel and start the data entry mode. There are also commands to exit the
create program, define the major and minor frames and control a trace facility to allow
examination of the PCM database information. Operating instructions and the detailed list
of commands are given in [2].

The data entry mode allows new channel information to be created. These new channels
will be put in consecutive order after a specified channel. In data entry mode, the user can
specify the values associated with each of the data types in Table 1. A blank line or
carriage return enters the information into a channel and prepares for information for the
next channel. Initial values for the new channel will be set to the values of the previous
channel entered. Channels with only slightly different characteristics can be easily input by
editing the initial values. There are three other commands in data entry mode beside the
blank line; display the current channel information, terminate the data entry mode and copy
information from another channel to the current channel.

Once the PCM database is created by the create task, the display task to associate a
channel with a particular location on a display page must be run on the interactive system.
This task does not change the PCM database in any way. There are 36 possible display
pages denoted by the characters A through Z and 0 through 9. Each display page can have
up to 16 positions where data is displayed. Each of the 4 links are assigned to a particular
PCM database file.

The user selects a display page by entering the appropriate character. On each display
page data is entered as a series of 3 integers, separated by commas, in the order; position,
link and channel. For example, 3, 1, 5 means put channel 5 data in the PCM database
associated with link 1 at position 3 of this display page. There are additional commands for
saving and printing the results and changing previous display pages.

READ MODULE

The display file, along with the PCM database, is placed on the real-time system. It is read
into memory during the initialization of the real-time program by the read module. The
read module then proceeds to read from each link, a major frame of PCM data as often as
10 times a second. When PCM data is requested for a link by the output module, the most
recent PCM frame for that link is transferred.



OUTPUT MODULE

The output module displays the PCM data from the links in real-time. It only processes the
PCM channel data associated with active display pages. The data is processed in the form
specified in the PCM database and the results are displayed in their assigned positions on
the display pages. The display pages are updated once a second. At each position, the
following information is displayed: name, units, link number and value. The value can have
up to 9 places of accuracy and is followed by an * if loss of sync occurs during that major
frame. Unscaled data can be displayed in binary, octal or hex, at the viewer’s option.
Table 2 is an example of a display page.

The user is allowed to select display pages and change the format for data whose scale
equals 0. The displayed time is selected from one of the four links or the local IRIG time.
There are other commands associated with the radar data.

CONCLUSION

A general, user friendly program to create a PCM data base has been written. This
program is part of a real-time PCM display subsystem and runs in the interactive mode.
The program to create the PCM database uses a custom made editor-like language and
utilizes LANG-PAK as an important tool in its development. The PCM database has the
capability to gather data in very unusual formats. The real-time modules of the PCM
system use the information in the PCM database file to display PCM data that is gathered
from a major frame.
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TELEMETRY DISPLAY
RHAWK-1

DISPLAY SET D
L1 TIME22:14:33

RADAR DATA RADAR DATA

XTTR
FT

207451

YTTR
FT

6040

ZTTR
FT

-8071

MSLALT
FT

7044

VELOCITY
KNOTS

0

GROUP
RADAR

R-36

LINK NAME VALUE LOS UNITS LINK NAME VALUE LOS UNITS

1 E420V

3 J931A

3 J906H

3 J941D

3 J935H

3 J646U

3 J646U

1 S699T

36.340019643*

7.999521890

38241.145189

3224.000000

-80.00303821

101010101010

101010101010

123.21495813*

VDC

G

KFT

FT

DEC

BIN

BIN

DGC

3 J947H

3 J949H

3 J940D

3 J487U

3 J969H

1 D880T

1 A497T

1 A875P

-80.00253518

-80.00254591

380.00000000

57344.000000

-3.987504659

83.715039789*

30.437517203*

125.74569064*

DEG

DEG

FT

CNTS

KFT

DGC

DGC

PSIA

TABLE 2 - SAMPLE DISPLAY SCREEN



TYPE OF
DATA FORM DESCRIPTION

NAME 8 characters Name of telemetry channel (TC)

UNITS 8 characters Units associated with the TC

SCALE Double Precision Value of SC in Y=SC*X+B where X is the
raw sample

BIAS Double Precision Value of B in Y=SC*X+B

BITS Integer Data bits in the PCM format word where the
TC is located

INIT Integer Initial appearance in the PCM major frame of
the word containing the data bits

RECYCLE Integer Other occurances of words containing the data
bits

COMMENT 24 characters A descriptive comment

SYLLABLE Integer Location of the rest of the words in the PCM
frame containing bits used in the formation of
the TC

REVERSE Integer A flag indicating that bits in the word are
reversed

TYPE Integer A flag indicating whether the TC is a binary
word, one’s compliment or two’s compliment

HIGH Double Precision A high value. Display the TC only when it
exceeds this value.

LOW Double Precision Low value. Display the TC only when it is
less than this value.

TABLE 1 - DESCRIPTION OF TELEMETRY CHANNELS



FIGURE 1  TTR REAL TIME PCM SYSTEM



FIGURE 2 - SOFTWARE FUNCTION OVERVIEW


